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LCD brackets for every need
With a full product range including more than thirty items, CTA is a leading player in the LCD TV stands industry. CTA products boast proven lightness, robustness, ease of use and low cost. Made of powder-coated,
high tensile steel, most of the products feature a soft mechanism obtained by the inclusion of special films
between the metal parts, which enable a quick placement of the monitors in a simple and smooth fashion.
The CTA-manufactured LCD TV stands have also the quick release option, i.e. the possibility to clip and unclip
the TV monitor to any area of the camper, even outdoors, or use it at home. Another noteworthy option is
the locking wrench, an after-market available accessory that locks the pivot joint in a default position. The
aforementioned features can be seen at www.ctapomezia.it.
Words Giorgio Carpi

00775
Although not exactly brandnew, this items is unquestionably a
CTA’s best seller. It consists of a ceiling-mounted TV stand with sliding guides, easy to install and
equipped with Quick-fixing
system. When folded, it features
420 mm length that become
820 once extended.

My first forty years

n 2016 CTA will celebrate its 40th anniversary. Although a historical milestone, this is not the end of the company’s
journey. Surely, it is quite an important
stage in the development path that the
Italian company has undertaken for a
long time now and that it is genuinely
committed to carrying forward. Proof of
this are the countless initiatives that will
be launched this year with the aim not
only to develop products lines, but also to
promote the awareness of the brand
across thousands of final and professional
users. First, with a significant presence at
the two of the most important European
trade fairs for mobile leisure: the Caravan
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Salon in Düsseldorf and the
Salone del Camper in
Parma. There, CTA has exhibited its products inside a newly conceived stand featuring a square-base covering an area of 36 mq and the products
installed on a great camper transversely
positioned. This initiative proved to be a
marketing success, because it not only
allowed visitors to personally touch CTA
products, but also offered a global view
of their physical location on the motorhomes. The goals differed, depending on
the trade fair location: in Germany, CTA
aimed its exhibition mainly at recreational
vehicles manufacturers in relation to the

OEM supplies of ladders, racks, Tv stands,
safety belts and armchairs chaise longue
systems; in Parma, the main goal was to
meet end users and resellers interested in
aftermarket products. Besides, many initiatives have been launched to improve
the knowledge of the CTA brand: from
technical seminars held at the Salone di
Parma, to communication activities
through print-media (magazines, newspapers), including the professional journal
Aboutcamp BtoB, which has been featuring CTA brand for many years now. The
corporate website has undergone a light
restyling that has made it more enjoyable
and richer in interesting contents than
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00844
Suitable for very small spaces, this model is
clipped directly to the wall and thanks to a
double joint it allows the 180° rotation of
the TV set.

00911
Thanks to a ceiling-mounted
guide, this new model allows you
to slide the TV from side to side of
the passenger compartment or
even from the front to the rear
part of the vehicle. A truly smart
solution featuring a high usability
level of the TV set also thanks to
the possibility to lift and lower the
stand and fully rotate it. Suitable
for up to 22 and 24 inches TV
screens.

ever before. CTA was the first company in
Italy to introduce on the market items
approximately 40% lighter in weight compared to the products currently available.
The Italian company achieved this extraordinary result thanks to special, high-resistance metal alloys combined with a simplified installation system through two or
four anchorages, thereby reducing installation costs as a whole. As to the first installation product development, CTA continues its growth by consolidating its position on national and international markets
and through innovative ideas and solutions. From the regulatory point of view,
CTA is currently consolidating all the certifications aimed at foreign markets.

00955
An innovative TV stand designed to use at best narrow spaces such as those of the hanging cabinet above the so-called "SLIM" refrigerators. In
these cases, the compartment
would not be usable, but CTA
proposes a decidedly innovative
TV stand sliding on special guides, which allows the TV to
rotate. In this way you can use
up to 22-inches TV screens.
Any movement is performed
through a single lever. The
stand is equipped with a rotation arc limiter to the right and
to the left in order not to excessively stress the connection
cables.
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